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Abstract: 

 

Background To reduce the intensity of the work of doctors, pre-classification work needs to be issued. In this 

paper, a novel and related liver microscopic image classification analysis method is proposed. Objective For 

quantitative analysis, segmentation is carried out to extract the quantitative information of special organisms in 

the image for further diagnosis, lesion localization, learning and treating anatomical abnormalities and 

computer-guided surgery. Methods in the current work, entropy based features of microscopic fibrosis mice’ 

liver images were analyzed using fuzzy c-cluster, k-means and watershed algorithms based on distance 

transformations and gradient. A morphological segmentation based on a local threshold was deployed to 

determine the fibrosis areas of images. Results the segmented target region using the proposed method 

achieved high effective microscopy fibrosis images segmenting of mice liver in terms of the running time, dice 

 
 

 



ratio and precision. The image classification experiments were conducted using Gray Level Co-occurrence 

Matrix (GLCM). The best classification model derived from the established characteristics was GLCM which 

performed the highest accuracy of classification using a developed Support Vector Machine (SVM). The 

training model using 11 features was found to be as accurate when only trained by 8 GLCMs. Conclusion The 

research illustrated the proposed method is a new feasible research approach for microscopy mice liver image 

segmentation and classification using intelligent image analysis techniques. It is also reported that the average 

computational time of the proposed approach was only 2.335 seconds, which outperformed other segmentation 

algorithms with 0.8125 dice ratio and 0.5253 precision.  

 

 

Key words: morphological segmentation; top-hat transformation; threshold based Watershed segmentation; 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thresholding is an indispensable image segmentation procedure to outline disjoint regions with connected and 
closed boundaries. This technique is employed to discriminate the objects of interest, typically in the 
foreground from the background. Any change in the threshold value can expressively affect the boundary 
position if the object in the image has steep sides as well as the extracted object overall size. Thus, subsequent 
object measurements, such as the area are quite sensitive to the threshold value. However, there is no universal 
approach for the threshold selection with all image types. Several procedures are developed to enable the 
threshold values determination under different circumstances.  

Microscopic digital image processing techniques for feature extraction are carried out to post-process and 
analyze captured microscopic images. Microscopic image segmentation is a significant process in microscopic 
image processing. Furthermore, it is considered an important prerequisite for subsequent image identification 
analysis and classification in several diverse domains, such as medicine, biological research, cancer research, 
drug testing, and metallurgy. In microscopic mice liver images, the normal liver cells are agglomerated; the 
pieces can be large or small; and the polygons of cell boundaries are clear, where sometimes cells are visible 
such as in the small tied gall bladder. Generally, the mice livers’ cells have pink cytoplasm, fine granular, round 
nucleus, centered and stained shallow. In addition, there are also obvious nucleoli and the whole cell 
distribution is more uniform [1]. In the microscopic cirrhotic or fibrosis mice images, extensive fibrous tissues 
are re-segmented the original hepatic lobules due to the destruction of the normal hepatic lobule structure 
including the size of the round or oval-shaped clusters of the liver cell, named pseudolobule. Pseudolobule cells 
have disordered arrangements and have a certain difference in size of their structure. The overall group are 
distributed and arranged closely. Thus, there are clusters of regions in the microscopic image, and there are 
significant differences in the regions compared to other parts of the image.  

Typically, microscopic image analysis includes detecting edges of the different objects and counting similar 
objects as well as calculating the area, perimeter length and other useful measurements of each object. The 
extracted features of the microscopic image are used for further quantitative analysis measurements and feature 
identification of normal and abnormal cases in the dataset. This can be used widely in testing for example the 
blood cells and thyroid tissues for significant clinical and biological interpretable features [2][3][4]. 
Rakotomamonjy et al. extracted scattering features for lung cancer detection in fibered confocal fluorescence 
microscopy images [5]. Texton based image features [6] is another extracted feature that can be used for further 
image processing. Nellros et al. addressed particle joins features from images and performed better 
effectiveness than traditional pellet diameter measurements [7]. Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) in the context of light microscopy imaging systems have been also introduced [8]. 

Recently, mathematical morphological analysis has been introduced to improve the microscopic image 
segmentation. Morphology has a complete mathematical basis providing a significant foundation for 
morphological characteristics analysis and system design of image analysis and image processing. Hence, 
morphological filters are especially prominent is the realization of the morphological analysis and parallel 
processing algorithms that greatly improve the speed of image processing and image analysis. Chun and Kong 
evaluated the conventional gradient operators in terms of autofocusing resolution metric for thermal infrared 
(IR) images [9]. Zia et al. introduced feature/edge-preserving noise removal techniques based on the 
morphological gradient [10]. Li et al. introduced an Adaptive Morphological Gradient Lifting Wavelet 
(AMGLW) algorithm for detecting bearing defects better than the lifting wavelet and linear wavelet transform 
[11]. Hereafter, Khakipour et al. developed a morphological gradient wavelet method for real-time signal 
processing [12]. Furthermore, other improved technical relatives to morphology were developed, such as the 
tensorial morphological gradient approach [13], sparse feature matrix decomposition and morphological 
filtering [15], morphological center operator [16], which are widely applied in color eye images [17], 
bacteriophages automatic detection [18], and Ensis directus [19]. Oschatz et al. proposed a morphological 
analysis method for transmitting electron microscopy images combined with physisorption and Raman 
spectroscopy [20]. Moreover, Kayasandik and Labate improved detection of soma location and morphology in 
fluorescence microscopy images of neurons [21]. Furthermore, Non-Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH) has 



been used as a common liver disorder for detecting morphological changes [22]. López-Mir et al. proposed 
liver segmentation of magnetic resonance images [23].  

Watershed is a transformation definition on grayscale images that is metaphorical to a geological watershed, or 
drainage divide, which separates the adjacent drainage catchment basins [23]. It is also widely used in medical 
image analysis, such as human skin region segmentation [24]. The Watershed algorithm does have some 
disadvantages, such as over segmenting on the liver muscle area and density measures [25] [26]. It has been 
reported that there is some improvement that do need to be found while used to analyze liver images, such as 
corridor reduction [27]. 

Consequently, automated image segmentation methods are useful when identifying different regions, and for 
follow-up tasks based on image classification and lesion area identification analysis for improved diagnosis 
accuracy [28] [29] [30]. However, mice liver tissues are different from other tissues. The pseudolobule can be 
the main diagnostic feature for liver fibrosis, thus identification was the main goal of the current work. The 
difference between the tissue region and the normal tissue region of the lesion (sample/specimen) is the texture 
feature of the region [31]. The goal of the image segmentation method using image texture feature analysis is 
based on subdividing the image into different regions with different texture features. For different texture 
features, different structural elements of the original image reconstruction process based on the mathematical 
morphology method was used as our image segmentation algorithm. Establishing a strict mathematical theory 
is the motivation of the current work since the emerging discipline with quantitative geometric characteristics 
and structural properties description and analysis is the main context of this research. Our method is also a new 
method that can be applied in the field of image processing and pattern recognition. Since previously, several 
studies depicted that some improved watershed segmentation algorithms were feasible for segmenting colored 
image, magnetic resonance brain images, tissues and cells. In the current work, liver fibrosis images 
segmentation of mice liver images was performed based on the local threshold and compared to other 
watershed segmenting operations. The watershed segmentation, fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) and k-mean 
methods are conducted in the current work for comparative study [32]. 

It is inevitable that a certain degree of missed diagnosis and misdiagnosis is inevitable, and the application of 
Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) can be used to alleviate problem. At present, most of the field of liver 
assistance diagnosis uses B-mode ultrasound or Computer Tomography (CT), and the scanning data can be the 
imaging basis for their diagnosis. Li et al. used the scanning data obtained during liver CT image based on 
texture feature extraction using a variety of methods to train the artificial neural network classifier, in normal 
and tumor tissue, cyst and other lesions, three diagnostic sub problems of hepatocellular carcinoma and liver 
hemangioma, the diagnostic accuracy rate reached 0.9797, 0.9851 and 0.9753 respectively [33]. Gray level 
co-occurrence matrix, Lloyd's spectral feature measure and other methods to classify the liver ultrasound data 
of normal tissue, cyst, benign and malignant cancer, obtained satisfactory results [34]. 

In this paper, the application of texture feature extraction using Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and 
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for image processing of the mice liver micro image in order to extract texture 
features of microscopic images is addressed. This work has more accurately distinguished normal tissue image 
and image characteristics of liver cirrhosis and has laid the foundation for the realization of the next automatic 
CAD systems. 

Based on the local threshold segmentation and morphological processing, the current work divided the target 
region of the original mice images using fuzzy C-means and the K-means clustering segmentation methods 
compared to using the watershed division using the gradient and the distance. The features using the different 
image segmentation algorithms were analyzed according to the experimental results. The proposed method is 
applied to solve the lesion area of the liver microsystem image. 

The organization of the remaining sections is as follows. Section 2 presents the methods for image segmenting 
and the experimental process. Section 3 addresses the results and comparative analysis. Section 4 involves the 
conclusions of the present study. 

 

2 METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 
2.1 Mathematical morphology 

Set theory has been used to describe the mathematical morphology operations in the digital image processing 
procedures. Consider an image containing a Region of Interest (ROI) marked by ( , , ,...)A B C . The single 
element represents a pixel in the 2D image of the position coordinated as 1 2( , )z z z , where 2z Z . The basic 
idea of morphology based image processing is to use the structural elements to collect the image information. 
When the structural elements continue to move in the image, the relationship between the various parts of the 
image can be observed. In order to understand the various parts of the image structure, structural elements can 
directly carry out as shape, size, grayscale and chrominance information to detect the structural features of the 
target images. Manipulating and analyzing the image by a series of structural transformations between different 
shapes of structural elements is adopted. Commonly, it is a nonlinear filtering method including morphology 
and difference (expansion and corrosion) as well as close and open operation [23]. 

 



2.1.1 Corrosion and expansion 

Corrosion and expansion are two basic and important morphological operations having the following 
theoretical description basis. The corrosion on A  using S  is denoted as A S , where A  and the moving 
structure element S  are in the plane 2Z , which can be formalized as follows: 

  |
z

A S Z S A                                    (1) 

All points Z  is A S  if S  is fully involved in A , while the origin of S moves to Z . Moreover, the expansion 
for any set A  and S  in 2Z ,   is empty set, expansion on A  using S  is denoted as A S  and can be 
formalized as: 

  *| 0
Z

A S Z S A                           (2) 

where, originally, the structure elements S  are located in the origin of the image moving in the entire plane 
2Z , when its own origin shift to Z , i.e., *S has at least 1 pixel overlap with A . All such points  Z  is the 

expansion image of A  using S . 

 

2.1.2 Open and close 

Open and close operations are compounded by corrosion and expansion. In general, the open operation 
smooths the image contour and disconnects the narrow connection and removes burrs. Closed operations can 
also make the contour smooth, but contrary to the open operation, it is usually able to narrow the gap and fill the 
small holes. Consequently, the open operation on image A  using structure element S  can be formalized as:  

 A S A S S                                    (3) 

In addition, the close operation on image A  using structure element S  can be formalized as: 

 
c c cA S A S                      (4) 

where, 

 A S A S S                                   (5) 

 

2.3 Local threshold based morphological segmenting 

The basic idea of threshold segmentation is to determine a threshold and then compare the gray value of each 
pixel and the threshold value. Afterwards, according to the results, the pixels are divided into two categories, 
namely the foreground and background. The threshold segmentation method is usually based on the 
experimental method including histogram threshold method, iterative threshold method, the minimum mean 
square error method and the maximum between class variance method. In the application of local threshold 
method, the intra-class variance or the variance within the class was adopted in the current work. 

 

2.3.1 Maximum interclass variance method 

    In image segmentation, the segmentation threshold should be selected between the average gray of the 
image, and the average gray background foreground regions of the difference based on the difference in the 
regional variance. Otsu’s put forward the maximum variance method in 1978. Based on the principle of least 
squares method, the algorithm is simple and stable. Suppose that the number of pixels with  0, 1i L   
grayscale is in , where the total number of pixels is: 
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The probability of each grayscale is expressed by: 
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For ip , the following expression is valid: 
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                                          (8) 

The divided pixels in the image using threshold T  as two classes 0C  and 1C , where 0C  is consistent of the 
pixels whose grayscale is in  0, 1T   and 1C  is in  , 1T L , then the probability of zones 0C  and 1C  are given 
by:         
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The average grayscale of 0C  and 1C  are given by: 
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where,   is average grayscale of entire image calculated by: 

1 1 1
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               (13) 

The variance between these two zones is given by: 

     
2 2 22

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1B p p p p                  (14) 

Let T  be ergodic values in  0, 1L  that maximizes 2

B . The proposed method does not need to set any other 
parameters; it is a method of automatic threshold selection for better results. It can be applied not only to the 
single threshold selection with two regions, but also to the multi-region multi-threshold selection. 

 

2.3.2 Top-hat transformation 

One of the most important applications of the gray morphology using top hat transformation is to provide ideal 
effect in solving the problem of non-uniform illumination. The top hat transform h  is defined as the opening 
difference of an image f  and its structure elements s , which is expressed by:  

 h f f s                              (15) 

It is difficult to obtain a satisfactory result by thresholding the image directly under the condition that the image 
is not uniform, while top hat transformation can: 

 

Step 1: use an adaptive optimal threshold method for segmentation;  

Step 2: determine the appropriate structural element and image to perform the open operation to eliminate 
the peak value in adaptive threshold results, and,  

Step 3: produce an image open operation result. 

The algorithm of the proposed local threshold based morphological segmentation of the microscopic mice liver 
images is presented in Algorithm 1.  

 

 Algorithm 1: local threshold based morphological 
segmentation 

Input: Import the mice liver image  
Output: Erode image 

Convert the colored RGB image to gray 
Determine gray threshold 
Convert the image to binary 
Set the disk parameter as 8 
Apply the top-hat transform 
Obtain the local threshold with top-hat                        
Convert the image to binary 
Set the cube as 3 
Apply the erode operation 
Display the eroded output image 

 

The flowchart of Local threshold based morphological segmenting with Top hat transformation is 

illustrated in Fig. 1 

 



 

Figure 1. The flowchart of morphological segmenting with Top hat transformation 

 

2.4 Watershed segmentation 

The basic idea of the watershed algorithm is to assume a hole in the minimum value of each area; and then let 
the water rise at a uniform rate through the hole to flood the entire terrain. Rising the catchment basin builds a 
dam to prevent the polymerization. The water reaches the top of each dam on the waterline. The boundaries of 
these dams correspond to the dividing lines of the watershed is acquired. 

 

 

2.4.1 Basin construction of watershed 

Expansion method can be used to separate the two classes’ points’ catchment basins. Fig. 2(a) is the  1
th

n   

basin and Fig. 2(b) shows the flooding result at step n  and Fig. 2c) shows water flooding between basins and 

the dam is needed for preventing its occurrence. Let 1M  and 2M  be sets of the minimum points in these two 

areas, then, the minimums are  1 1nC M
 and  1 2nC M

 in step 1n   relative to the gray area in Fig. 2(c). Let 

     1 1 1 21 n nC n C M C M    and two connective components in Fig. 2(a), while one in Fig. 2(c) illustrates 

that expansion needs to be limited by a connective component. 

    

 

(a)                     (b)                   (c) 

Figure 2. watershed with flooding algorithm 

 

2.4.2 Watershed based segmenting algorithm 

With 1 2, , , RM M M  sets of the minimum points of an image  ,g x y , and  iC M  be the coordinates of points in 
basin relative to iM ,     ,T n s t  satisfying  ,g s t n ; following the waterline increasing from 

  min ,n g x y  to   max , 1n g x y  , for step n  of the flooding process, the algorithm outputs the number 
of points in the submerged depth. Conceptually, the coordinates are assumed to be black under the plane, i.e. all 
 T n  subjected to  ,g x y n , and all other coordinates are marked white. Then, at any step n , look down the 

plane to acquire the binary image, the black points correspond to the point below the plane. Let  n iC M  be the 
coordinates set relatives to iM  in basin, thus: 

     n i iC M C M T n                               (16) 

Then in  ,x y ,   1 or 0n iC M  . Noted that: 

   
1

R

n i

i

C n C M


                                   (17) 



In addition,  

    
1

max , 1
R

i

i

C g x y C M


                                  (18) 

The elements in  n iC M  and  T n  are not be replaced and increased while n  is increased. Hence, 
   1C n C n  , thus,    1C n T n  . The algorithm is used to find the dividing line 

     min , 1 min , 1C g x y T g x y          and calculate  C n . Let Q  be set of all connective components q  of 
 T n . For each  q Q n  , there are three conditions: 

1)  1q C n  is an empty set. 
2)  1q C n  involves a connective component of  1C n . 
3)  1q C n  involves one more connective components of  1C n . 

New minimum point goes to the system, q  is added to  1C n  by condition (2) when q  is in some local 
minimum catchment basin. Condition (3) occurs when all or part of the ridge line separates the two or more of 
the catchment basin leading to further submerged water catchment basin polymerization. Therefore, a dam in q  
(if it involves more than two of the catchment basin, a dam is required to be built between the water overflow 
drainage basin). The algorithm of the gradient based watershed segmentation is presented in Algorithm 2. 

 

  Algorithm 2: Gradient based watershed segmenting 
Input: Import the mice liver image  

 Output: Segmented image 
 
Convert to gray image 
Use the Sobel operator 
Convert to double  
Calculate the gradient 
Apply the watershed  
Set the parameters 
Smooth the image using all 1 matrix 
Apply the watershed  
Set the first point to black 
Display the segmented output image 

 

 

2.5 Entropy based GLCM Features for SVM Classification 

 

2.5.1 Entropy calculation 

Using the concept of information entropy in information theory, the entropy (average self-information) of any 

discrete source is obtained. Self-information is a random variable. It refers to the amount of information that a 

certain source sends out a message. The amount of information in a piece of information has a direct bearing on 

its uncertainty. The messages sent are different, and contains different amounts of information. The 

self-information of any message cannot represent the average self-information contained in the source. The 

significance of the information entropy of an image represents the aggregation characteristics of the gray 

distribution of an image. The image entropy is expressed as the bit mean of the image gray level set, the unit bit 

/ pixel, and the average information of the image source are also described. As the basic of GLCM, the entropy 

was as addressed; since the single grey point is independent, then the image gray distribution 0 1{ , , }KP P P P , 

in which kP  represents the probability of the gray value of image pixel is k  in ( , )F i j , thus the entropy is given 

by:
1

2

0

log
L

i i

i

E P P




  . where, L was the total grey levels of the image. 

 

2.5.2 Texture based features 

Each image has its own features that distinguish it from other types of images, such as brightness, edges and 
textures. Some of these features need to be obtained by transformation or processing, such as histograms and 
principal components. The feature extraction methods include statistical methods, spectral features and 
structural features. The corresponding methods include gray level co-occurrence matrix method and spectrum 
based analysis method. 

 

 



1) Gray Level co-occurrence matrix method 

The texture is formed by the gray distribution in the alternately changed space position, there will be a gray 
relation between two pixels, and therefore it has a certain relationship in spatial location in the image, known as 
the spatial correlation of image intensity. Describing texture using gray level spatial correlation is the 
ideological foundation of the GLCM. The GLCM is a classical and commonly used method of texture 
statistical analysis. Let P  be GLCM, gray level be L , then P  is a L L  matrix and element  ,P i j , 
 , 0,1,2..., 1i j L   is defined as probability of space relation  ,x yD D   and frequency of pixels i  and j . 
Space position relations have four types in vertical, horizon and  45 , P  can be generated using: 
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              (19) 

GLCM describes the two-order statistical feature of image texture and is suitable for many species; the 
advantages of GLCM are easily description on the spatial relationship between pixels in color, and it is 
invariant of gray level transformation. Commonly used feature parameters for GLCM are texture, two-rank 
angle, contrast, correlation, entropy, etc. 

             

2) Gabor wavelet transform 

Suppose that  ,f x y  of size M N , the 2-dimensional discrete Gabor transform is: 

     *

, ,, , ,p q p q

s t

I x y f x s y t s t              (20) 

where, s  and t  are variables of size of filter mask, x  and y  are coordinates of pixels;  p  and q  represent the 
scale and direction of the wavelet, 0,..., 1p P  , and 0,..., 1q Q  . P  and Q  represent all scales and 
directions of wavelet. *

p,q  denotes complex conjugate of p,q  and p,q  is a wavelet transform function of 
Gabor, that can be presented as: 

p, ( , ) ( ', ')p

q x y a x y               (21) 

where, 1a   as factor of scale, and: 

   ' cos sin , ' sin cosp px a x y y a x y                     (22) 

where， q / Q  . If we use the Gabor function as mother wavelet, then it can be presented as: 

 
2 2

p, 2 2

1 1
exp exp 2

2 2
q
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   (23) 

where, w  presents bandwidth of Gabor, x  and y  present constants of Gaussian envelope following 
directions x  and y . Therefore, according to the results of two-dimensional Gabor wavelet transform, the 
image means and standard variance, contrast and entropy can be calculated as texture features. 

 

2.5.3 Support Vector Machine 

 

1) Recognition methods using SVM 

    SVM is a relatively new generation of learning algorithm whose development was based on statistical 
learning theory. For linearly separable training samples ( , )x y , a classifier surface can be separated without 
error. The greater the spacing between categories, the better the generalization. The largest classification 
surface is the optimal classification surface. By applying the two-programming method, we can find that the 
optimal classification function is: 

    *

1

f sgn
n

i i i

i

x T y x x b


 
   

 
                        (24) 

where, iT  is the Lagrange operator and *b  is threshold of classification. For nonlinear un-separable, 
nonnegative relax term i  and C  can be inducted to get optimal classification (same as Eqn. (5).) For 
nonlinear problems, it can be transformed into a linear problem in high-dimensional space by kernel functions, 
and then the optimal classification plane is obtained in the transformation space, Eqn. (24) can be transformed 
as: 

    *

1

f sgn x ,
n

i i i j

i

x T y K x b


 
  

 
           (25) 



The kernel function may include: 

Linear -  ,K x y x y     (26) 

Polynomial -    , 1 , 1,2,...
d

K x y x y d     (27) 

Radial basis function -    2, exp ||x-y||K x y r   (28) 

Sigmoid -     , tanhK x y b x y c     (29) 

 

2) Parameters optimization of SVM 

    When using SVM to do the classification prediction, it is needed to adjust the related parameters (primarily 
the penalty parameter C  and the kernel function parameter g ), and the ideal parameters need to be selected for 
obtaining good prediction accuracy. This study uses cross validation (K-Cross Validation (K-CV)) theory, that 
is, the original data is divided into K  groups, and each data subset respectively a validation set, the 1K   
group and the rest of the subset of data as the training set results in K  models. Using K  models, the average 
number of classification accuracy of the final set is used as the performance index of the classifier under this 
K-CV. This method can effectively avoid the occurrence of over learning and under learning, and finally 
achieve better accuracy for the prediction of the test set. 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1 Experiment Design 

    Microscopic images were obtained from experimental liver fibrosis model of 50 bread male Swiss albino 
mice from the Theodore Bilharz Research Institute, Giza, Egypt. A magnification of 3400 using a Leica 
microscope MD500 with software version 1.8.0 was used. The original acquired fibrosis liver microscopic 
images are illustrated in Fig. 3(a)-(h). Gray images are shown in Fig. 4(a)-(h). 

 

 

(a)                   (b)                  (c)                    (d) 

 
(e)                   (f)                   (g)                   (h) 

Figure 3. Original microscopic images of fibrosis mice liver 

 

 
(a)                   (b)                   (c)                  (d) 

 
(e)                  (f)                    (g)                  (h) 

Figure 4. Gray transform of fibrosis mice liver microscopic images 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The binary images of the dataset using Otus’s threshold based segmenting are shown in Fig. 5. 
 

 
(a)                    (b)                    (c)                   (d) 

 
(e)                     (f)                   (g)                     (h) 

Figure 5. Otsu’s threshold segmenting based binary images 

 

In the present work, eight images are processed based on the local threshold segmentation and watershed 
algorithms. For comparative study, the sixth image (f) is used to illustrate the differences between the proposed 
method and the other segmentation algorithms. In Fig. 5, there are four cell clusters in the image, and the cell 
distribution is dense. Table 1 listed the local threshold values using Otsu segmentation. 

 

Table 1 Eight fibrosis mice liver microscopic images 

Image_ID Local Threshold using Otsu 
segmentation 

a 0.4863 
b 0.4784 

c 0.4627 

d 0.5176 

e 0.4549 

f 0.4627 

g 0.5098 

h 0.4275 

Average 0.4750 

 

The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 using the fuzzy C-clustering and K- mean clustering methods to 
segment the target area.  

 

 
Figure 6 FCM by class number=3 

 

 
Figure 7 k-mean clustering with class number=3 

 

 



Fuzzy C clustering segmentation has the advantages of unsupervised, easy to implement, and being adaptive to 
the uncertainty in an image. However, as can be seen in Fig. 6, the target region and background difference are 
not obvious, in many parts blending occurs. Thus, for the microscopic image of the unknown complex 
structure, it is difficult to be clearly divided into several categories. Moreover, the FCM results in clustering the 
initial value of the influence of the mixed target distribution. The resulting confusion means it is hard to obtain 
the ideal results as illustrated in Fig. 5. The experimental results of image are also very easy to find. Due to the 
existence of similar gray values in the image object region and other regions, the target and background areas’ 
clustering results cannot be distinguished and still mixed together with clustering errors. 

In Fig. 7, the K-means clustering provided better results than the FCM. However, the target area is noise 
polluted, and the segmentation is flawed, resulting in difficulty for identification. The result of the K-means 
algorithm corresponds to the hard segmentation, and the result of the FCM algorithm corresponds to the soft 
segmentation. In the experiment of K-means algorithm, the number of clusters is set to 3; the cluster region is 
set as the pathological region, the background and the normal tissue region. The method is essentially a hard 
segmentation method; the clustering error caused by the combination between regions can be avoided. 
Furthermore, the morphological top-hat processing on the obtained images is illustrated in Fig. 8. In addition, 
the results are show in Fig. 9 showing the local threshold segmentation output. 

 

 
Figure 8 Top-hat transform with local threshold 

 

 
Figure 9 Morphological erode result 

 
 

 

 

 

Watershed segmentation using the distance transform and gradient are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.  

 

 

Figure 10 Watershed segmenting with distance transform 

 



 

Figure 11 watershed segmenting with gradient 

 

The comparative study of the experimental results in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 of the three image segmentation 
methods indicate that morphological processing is better than that of watershed segmentation and clustering 
segmentation. As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 using the Sobel operator and structure element is identity matrix 
of 3x3. There is a serious over- segmentation problem in the watershed segmentation. The main application of 
watershed segmentation method is to extract the objects from the background. The gradient values of the 
regions with small changes in the gray level are also small, so the watershed segmentation method is more 
significant compared to the gradient of the image. In the current work, the gray scale difference of the mouse 
liver micrograph is not obvious, so the use of gradient watershed segmentation cannot get the desired results. 

Generally, the obtained results using local threshold based morphological processing are shown in Fig. 8 and 
Fig. 9. Compared with the FCM, K-mean clustering method and the watershed segmentation results, it is 
depicted that the regional assembly and the pixel aggregation characteristics of high density can be retained. In 
addition, the binary images and their results using morphology Top hat transformation obtained by single 
Otsu’s method, the region has a good background split out, and did not affect the target area. This is mainly 
where the original image is non-uniform in the imaging light gray image overall caused by uneven, resulting in 
a single threshold method and cannot achieve the desired results. Moreover, further results of morphological 
processing to the image are shown in Fig. 8, the structure elements are selected to “cube” model and parameter 
is 3. By further processing, the complexity of the image is simplified and the ideal result is achieved under the 
condition of preserving the feature of the lesion area. 

This study acquired 16 normal mice liver microscopic images and 16 cirrhosis images. The normal image is 
labeled as a positive sample, and the liver cirrhosis image is labeled as a negative sample. These images have 
been consulted by the pathologist and confirmed from the same mice. Fig. 3 shows part of those 32 images. 
Mice liver cirrhosis has the key features of pseudolobuli, and with the emergence of tissue fibrosis, the 
characterization of the image pixels to pixels can be found as uneven distribution and large amplitude of 
changes. Therefore, in the selection of feature dimensions, the emphasis is placed on the detection of spatial 
positions and directions. We use gray level co-occurrence matrix method and selected 8 feature parameters for 
all images. Similarly, 3 characteristic parameters are selected by Gabor wavelet transform. The characteristic 
dimensions of the selection are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2 Features selection for GLCM and Gabor wavelet 

GLCM Gabor Wavelet 
Transform 

2-Rank Moment Binarization Uniformity 

Inertia Moment Binarization Variance 

Entropy Binarization Entropy 

Correlation  

Uniformity  

Variance  

Non-Similarity  

Inverse Difference 
Moment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.2 Classification result using SVM 

In this study, all the feature dimensions are combined to form a 32x11 data set, and then 10 images are 
randomly extracted from two sets of images, and a total of 20 images are formed. Then, the test set with the 
remaining 12 image data was formed. Then, the original data is normalized. Finally, we established a SVM 
model, first using the training set to train the model, and then the test set prediction, the kernel function used in 
the model was the polynomial kernel function. In parameter optimization, 2-fold cross validation, 5-fold cross 
validation, and test set optimization methods are adopted respectively, and the results are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 The parameters of the best classification accuracy in the experiment of image classification 

Features Methods Penalty function -c Kernel-g Accuracy (%) 

 
3 

2-fold cross 
validation. 

2.2974 4.0000 60.0 

5-fold cross 
validation. 

0.2500 1.8661 60.0 

test set 
optimization 

1.2311 1.8661 66.7 

 
8 

2-fold cross 
validation. 

0.2500 2.4623 90.0 

5-fold cross 
validation. 

0.2500 0.2500 85.0 

test set 
optimization 

0.2500 3.2490 91.7 

 
11 

2-fold cross 
validation. 

0.2500 0.2500 80.0 

5-fold cross 
validation. 

0.2500 0.2500 80.0 

test set 
optimization 

0.2500 0.2500 91.7 

 

 

From Table 3, the best classification model derived from the established features, we used the GLCM method 
and obtained the highest accuracy of classification; the training model using 11 features of the model can be 
accurately, that only trained by 8 GLCMs to get the best gain the accuracy rate of classification. Although it can 
be noted that the accuracy of classification has reached better results, there is a great deal of contingency in the 
process of random data extraction, and the classification accuracy is very volatile. This shows that the 
construction of experimental model is not stable enough. The reason is the amount of data is too small and 
secondly, the feature extraction of images is not rich enough that resulted not enough in the available resolution 
feature representation. 

 

3.3 Experimental evaluation method 

For some features, such as gray and texture, the image of the same region should be consistent and uniform. 
Within the selected region it should be simple and have a low number of adjacent regions in the cavity, meet the 
features of regional internal consistency should have significant difference. The boundary of each region 
should be simple and rough, and the space position accurately. There are some evaluation indexes, including 
inter regional contrast, regional homogeneity, shape measurement, target counting consistency, pixel distance 
error, pixel number error, and the final measurement accuracy. Chang et al. introduced dice ratio, Hausdorff 
distance, Jaccard index, average perpendicular distance, conformity coefficient, precision, and recall [35]. 
Typically, the Dice ratio is a measure of set similarity which was widely used for evaluating performance of the 
segmenting results in image processing. Precision refers to the repeatability of segmentation applying to the 
same image data. In the current work, segmenting metrics of running time, dice ratio and precision were 
calculated, where the original source images shown in Fig. 12(a), and Fig. 12(b) is the standard image that was 
circled by experts. 

 
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 12 Source image and manual circled images 



The measured evaluation metrics are reported in Table 4, Fig. 13 and Table 5, namely the running time, dice 
ratio and precision; respectively. The comparative analysis on 16 fibrosis mice liver microscopic images was 
conducted using FCM, K-mean, Wd (watershed with distance transform), Wg (watershed with gradient) and 
Mt (morphological with local threshold), which is the proposed approach from this research.  
 

Table 4. Comparing analysis of the running time in seconds of 16 fibrosis mice liver microscopic images using 
different algorithms 

Image K-Means FCM Wd Wg Mt (Proposed) 
1 15.469 32.908 3.322 8.556 2.507 
2 17.038 34.890 3.579 7.384 2.426 
3 17.827 30.109 3.437 7.464 2.457 
4 22.267 30.959 3.507 7.604 2.468 
5 17.460 34.081 2.990 7.537 2.412 

6 14.325 28.825 3.018 7.370 2.431 
7 17.444 38.551 4.035 8.913 2.454 
8 21.881 40.141 3.151 7.618 2.761 
9 13.555 36.206 2.964 7.469 2.065 
10 21.647 39.103 3.469 7.710 2.260 
11 20.025 38.721 2.943 7.843 2.419 

12 14.342 31.017 3.104 7.619 2.075 
13 21.243 27.893 3.557 7.611 2.124 
14 19.658 39.892 3.069 7.683 2.146 
15 21.880 33.296 3.056 7.627 2.205 
16 13.987 31.211 3.347 7.467 2.146 
Averag
e 

18.128 34.238 3.284 7.718 2.335 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Comparison of the on running computation time of different segmenting algorithms 

 

Table 5 Average segmenting metrics’ values of dice ration and precision 

Method Dice ratio Precision 

FCM 0.3214 0.1852 
K-mean 0.3475 0.1741 

Wd 0.5211 0.2144 
Wg 0.6102 0.2820 

Mt (Proposed) 0.8125 0.5253 

 

 

 



Table 5 reported that the proposed morphological with local threshold (Mt) algorithm performed the 
segmentation process within an average time of 2.335 seconds, which outperformed the other segmentation 
techniques. On the contrary, the FCM algorithm executed the segmentation process within an average time of 
34.238 seconds, resulting in our algorithm being 14.6 times faster. 

The preceding results depicted that the proposed local threshold based morphological segmentation has 
superior effective performance in processing fibrosis mice liver microscopic images. It took 2.335 seconds to 
perform the segmentation process with 0.8125 dice ratio and 0.5253 precision. Thus, it is recommended as a 
future work to use larger dataset to validate the processing algorithm proposed in this work that can also be 
evaluated using other metrics.  

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, the morphological segmentation, watershed segmentation, fuzzy c clustering and k-mean 
clustering were carried out to process microscopic images of mice liver fibrosis. The comparative experimental 
results reported that the proposed local threshold based morphological processing method from this research is 
feasible and effective in terms of evaluation indicators of running time, dice ratio and precision. Consequently, 
the present work makes the following contributions, including i) development of a local threshold based 
morphological segmenting method special for mice liver fibrosis microscopic images, ii) analyzed 
shortcomings of FCM, k-mean, watershed based algorithms on distance and gradient used in segmenting mice 
liver fibrosis microscopic images and iii) evaluated the segmenting results using indicators of running time, 
dice ratio and precision. The proposed algorithm is computationally efficient and was shown to process images 
14.6 times faster than Fuzzy c-means, while also having superior dice ratio and precision performance. 
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